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Chapter 1 : Steam Workshop :: Stargate BC Daedalus [S] [V+M]
Daedalus' Workshop. This puzzling room has five blue Hyperian Gates and a pair of golden ones as well. At the center
of the room is a ballista on a platform you can raise or lower using a lever on.

Icarus [10] and Iapyx , [11] along with a nephew either Talos or Perdix. Athenians transferred Cretan
Daedalus to make him Athenian-born, the grandson [12] of the ancient king Erechtheus , claiming that
Daedalus fled to Crete after killing his nephew Talos. Some Greeks claimed to be descendants of Daedalus.
People in ancient Greece often believed that their family was descended from mythical characters, though it is
likely these characters were seen as historical rather than fictional. Euthyphro , Alcibaides, and Meno. The
Labyrinth[ edit ] Daedalus is first mentioned by Homer as the creator of a wide dancing-ground for Ariadne.
They are mostly objects of armor , but fine bowls and furnishings are also daidala, and on one occasion so are
the "bronze-working" of "clasps, twisted brooches, earrings and necklaces" made by Hephaestus while cared
for in secret by the goddesses of the sea. The story is told that Poseidon had given a white bull to Minos so
that he might use it as a sacrifice. This story thus encourages others to consider the long-term consequences of
their own inventions with great care, lest those inventions do more harm than good. He could not leave Crete
by sea, as the king kept a strict watch on all vessels, permitting none to sail without being carefully searched.
Since Minos controlled the land and sea routes, Daedalus set to work to fabricate wings for himself and his
young son Icarus. He tied feathers together, from smallest to largest so as to form an increasing surface. He
secured the feathers at their midpoints with string and at their bases with wax, and gave the whole a gentle
curvature like the wings of a bird. When the work was done, the artist, waving his wings, found himself
buoyed upward and hung suspended, poising himself on the beaten air. He next equipped his son in the same
manner, and taught him how to fly. When both were prepared for flight, Daedalus warned Icarus not to fly too
high, because the heat of the sun would melt the wax, nor too low, because the sea foam would soak the
feathers. The Lament for Icarus by H. Draper They had passed Samos , Delos and Lebynthos by the time the
boy, forgetting himself, began to soar upward toward the sun. The blazing sun softened the wax that held the
feathers together and they came off. Icarus quickly fell in the sea and drowned. His father cried, bitterly
lamenting his own arts, and called the island near the place where Icarus fell into the ocean Icaria in memory
of his child. Some time later, the goddess Athena visited Daedalus and gave him wings, telling him to fly like
a god. An early image of winged Daedalus appears on an Etruscan jug of ca BC found at Cerveteri , where a
winged figure captioned Taitale appears on one side of the vessel, paired on the other side, uniquely, with
Metaia, Medea: Magically, Daedalus could fly, and magically Medea was able to rejuvenate the old the scene
on the jug seems to show her doing just this ". In an invention of Virgil Aeneid VI , Daedalus flies to Cumae
and founds his temple there, rather than in Sicily; long afterward Aeneas confronts the sculpted golden doors
of the temple. Minos , meanwhile, searched for Daedalus by traveling from city to city asking a riddle. He
presented a spiral seashell and asked for a string to be run through it. When he reached Kamikos, King
Cocalus, knowing Daedalus would be able to solve the riddle, privately fetched the old man to him. He tied
the string to an ant which, lured by a drop of honey at one end, walked through the seashell stringing it all the
way through. Minos then knew Daedalus was in the court of King Cocalus and demanded he be handed over.
In some versions, Daedalus himself poured boiling water on Minos and killed him. The anecdotes are literary
and late; however, in the founding tales of the Greek colony of Gela , founded in the s on the southwest coast
of Sicily, a tradition was preserved that the Greeks had seized cult images wrought by Daedalus from their
local predecessors, the Sicani. His sister had placed her son, named variously as Perdix , Talos, or Calos, [25]
under his charge to be taught the mechanical arts. He was an art scholar and showed striking evidence of
ingenuity. Walking on the seashore, he picked up the spine of a fish. According to Ovid, imitating it, he took a
piece of iron and notched it on the edge, and thus invented the saw. He put two pieces of iron together,
connecting them at one end with a rivet, and sharpening the other ends, and made a pair of compasses.
Innovator[ edit ] Such anecdotal details as these were embroideries upon the reputation of Daedalus as an
innovator in many arts. Pausanias , in travelling around Greece, attributed to Daedalus numerous archaic
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wooden cult figures see xoana that impressed him: He is said to have carved statues so well they looked as if
alive; even possessing self-motion. They would have escaped if not for the chain that bound them to the wall.
At Plataea there was a festival, the Daedala , in which a temporary wooden altar was fashioned, and an effigy
was made from an oak-tree and dressed in bridal attire. It was carried in a cart with a woman who acted as
bridesmaid. The image was called Daedale and the archaic ritual given an explanation through a myth to the
purpose In the period of Romanticism , Daedalus came to denote the classic artist, a skilled mature craftsman,
while Icarus symbolized the romantic artist, whose impetuous, passionate and rebellious nature, as well as his
defiance of formal aesthetic and social conventions, may ultimately prove to be self-destructive.
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Chapter 2 : Daedalus | Riordan Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Inspired by the mythological architect and craftsman, Daedalus Workshop Architecture PLLS is a design/build
collaborative involved with a wide array of projects and installations.

At the center of the room is a ballista on a platform you can raise or lower using a lever on the left. There are
chests around the room containing significant treasures, so take the time to explore a bit. First, jump onto the
platform and turn the ballista so it points to the left. Move around to the back of it and use the prompt to fire a
harpoon shot through the blue gate on the left. It will shoot out of the higher gate on the left, cross the room
and enter the gate on the lower right. It will then emerge from the upper right gate and finally be stopped
above a nook with some chests high up on the left wall. Here you can open a chest for some Red Orbs. If you
successfully make it to the rope you can continue over to your prizes in the nook on the high left side of the
room. Open the chests here for a Minotaur Horn and some Red Orbs. Now, drop down to the floor and pull the
lever on the right side of the room to raise the middle platform. Fire the Ballista once again. This time it will
follow the same path but miss the blue gate on the right, sticking in the wall across the room above another
nook with a treasure chest along the right wall. Hop onto the rope and cross it through the gate all the way to
the end stuck in the wall. Open the chest here for a Gorgon Eye. The final puzzle in this room unlocks the
greatest prize. While the ballista is elevated, turn it to face the bronze gate. Shoot the gate to bring it down.
Behind it is another blue portal. This also opens the path out of the room via a rope leading down, but ignore
that for now. Instead, look for a set of golden footprints on the right. These lead into a gold gate on the ceiling.
Use The Boots of Hermes to run up the wall into this portal. Yank the lever here and quickly head back below.
A pair of chests will be lowered -- you can now use the Ballista to break the link that holds them up high. You
have to get to the ballista and fire it through the distant blue gate above the rope leading out of the level before
the timer runs out. This will bring the chests to the ground. With the rope leading through the yellow portal
and making a path across the top of the room towards the back wall, you can now score some Red Orb chests
before leaving. Enter the lower blue portal on the right and take it up to the top right area behind the bars.
Jump out and around to the rope and take it back to find four Red Orb chests. At the bottom of the pole, drop
to the ground and run towards the screen. Follow the hallway out to the Labyrinth.
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Inspired by the creativity and inventiveness of the Architect and craftsman from Greek mythology, Daedalus Workshop
is a design/build collaborative involved in a wide variety of architectural and interior design projects, fabrications and
installations.

At one stage she yelled duck and we crouched as a huge axe swung over our heads," said Percy. We had lost
Luke and his minions in the maze," remarked Annabeth. Nico remarked quietly so only the demi-gods could
hear, "At least we take after our parents. Ethan sneered stating that there was no right side," reported Rachel
"Each side probably thinks their side is the right side," proposed Hestia. The demi-gods looked at each other,
wondering if they believed the King of Gods. That mercy had no place in this war. He then ran back into the
maze the way we had come," said Percy. I started a fire with scrap of wood I had found," said Percy. He had
told his monsters to spare me, like he wanted to tell me something," commented Annabeth. Rachel had gotten
quieter since the arena and took longer to answer questions, when she bothered to answer at all," mentioned
Percy. The brightness on the floor," said Annabeth. Everybody put their hands up, except Chris. This is going
to be fun," stated the goddess of love. As the whole room rolled their eyes. She pointed towards the exit at the
other end of the room, stating that the workshop was that way. We were very close," said Percy. I had been so
scared that he was going to die there and it would have been my fault," whispered Rachel. Katie, Will, and
Percy raised their hands. But Paul said he would help me next time I visit when I told him," answered Nico. I
guess," said Annabeth. I fell asleep as soon as my eyes closed, and so did the dreams," said Percy. The voice
of Kronos stated that I was so close to my own destruction, but still I was blind. The voice was different than
before, it seemed almost physical, as if he was speaking from a real body. Kronos thanked me as I had assured
his rise," informed Percy. He would give me a glimpse of the friends I had abandoned," said Percy. A
rumbling came from behind and the head of an enormous snake burst into the cave," described Percy. Its
scales were coppery, its head diamond shape and its yellow eyes glowed with hate. Its fangs were as tall as
Tyson," described Percy. Tyson picked up a boulder and threw it smacking the snake between the eyes. The
snake recoiled and hissed. Apparently according to Grover the snake said it was going to eat Tyson. They both
tried to run but the snake used its head like a club and knocked Tyson off his feet," said Percy. Tyson strained
as he pushed with all his strength, as Grover frantically hit the snake over the head with his reedpipes," said
Percy. Grover played the pipes and stalactites rained down from the ceiling, the whole cave seemed about to
collapse," informed Percy. Percy woke gasping that Tyson was in trouble and we had to help him," reported
Annabeth. We ran to the exit as a column groaned and buckled and a hundred tons of marble crashed down
behind us," explained Rachel. Percy, Annabeth and Rachel just shrugged, they had no idea. I directed us into a
stainless-steel hallway. The flooring was metal grating. It was like being on a space station as seen in movies,"
described Rachel. Rachel begun to run telling us that we were close," said Percy. The workshop should have
been in the oldest section of the maze. We arrived at a set of metal double doors. However most of the men in
a relationship in the room agreed with Apollo. Keep the women happy, it hurt less in the long run. Several
laptop computers scattered the tables. Glass jars of Greek fire lined one shelf. The feathers were more tightly
interwoven. Instead of wax seals, self-adhesive strips ran down the sides," explained Percy. I recognised the
Rocky Mountains in the distance. We were high up in the foothills and down below a valley spread out filled
with a tumbled collection of red mesas and boulders and spires of stone. It looked like someone had built a toy
city of skyscraper sized blocks and then decided to knock it over," described Percy. Hestia and Demeter
started laughing and Hera smiled as all three turned towards their brothers. I accidently knocked another
building down," admitted Poseidon. I would have built it better," boasted Zeus as the three of them prepared to
fight. There with his weapon drawn was our missing sword master Quintus," informed Annabeth. Quintus
questioned Annabeth and Percy regarding whether they thought he was an agent of Kronos and that he worked
for Luke," explained Rachel. He only works for himself," said Annabeth. Quintus walked past me, like I was
no threat and stood by the window. He stated that the view changed from day to day but it was always high up.
The day before the view had been from a skyscraper overlooking Manhattan, before that a beautiful view of
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Lake Michigan. But it kept going back to the garden of the Gods. He thought the Labyrinth liked it there,"
explained Percy. Another princess who came to grief," said Rachel as Athena gasped. I am Daedalus,"
informed Annabeth. And an architect, and a scholar. A real artist must be good at many things," stated
Annabeth. He was good," admitted Will. His team beat your team. You were beaten by an old man," jeered
Travis. He had made himself a new body," replied Percy. Underneath bronze gears whirred and wires
glowed," described Annabeth. He just let him die," protested Hestia. Luke had given him one story but he
preferred to make his own conclusions," answered Annabeth. He created it and it was tied to his life force. But
he had let it live and grow on its own. It was the price he paid for privacy," said Annabeth. Now that he is a
judge of the dead he would like nothing better than Daedalus to come before him so he can punish him for his
crimes," admitted Hades. Minos promised that he would hunt him down. So Daedalus decided to retreat from
the world completely. He descended into the Labyrinth and he decided that his ultimate accomplishment
would be to cheat death," said Rachel. He had a good heart, she liked him and he wanted to help, because he
felt guilty," informed Annabeth. The string works but it is not as accurate as Rachel but it works well enough,"
reported Percy. Luke had been in such a good mood in the arena because he already had the string from
Daedalus. He only obstacle had been â€¦. Once Hades is overthrown, he would set him over the Underworld.
He would reclaim his son Icarus, make things right with Perdix. And he would no longer have to run from
death," explained Annabeth. There was no way we could hold back the might of Kronos. She pushed over an
easel, drawings scattered across the floor," said Percy. He built amazing things and solved problems â€¦.
Children of Athena are supposed to be wise, not just clever. Daedalus was now, just a machine who should
have died two thousand years ago," admitted Annabeth. The doors of the workshop burst opened and Nico
was pushed inside, his hands in chains," said Rachel. Kelli stated that Luke sends his regards and thought he
might like to see his old employer Minos," explained Rachel. I was tricked, he tricked all of us," admitted
Nico. Kelli answered that Luke was â€¦ busy. He was preparing for the assault," stated Percy. Kelli meanwhile
decided to have a snack.
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Daedalus' Workshop is the workshop Daedalus used to work in.. Percy Jackson and the Olympians The Battle of the
Labyrinth. Percy, Annabeth, Grover, Rachel and Tyson explore the Labyrinth until they find it.

The legend of Daedalus tells us that he was born in Athens and was the descendant of Erectheus, the legendary
hero and King of Athens, the founder of the Panathenian Games. According to a different version, Daedalus
was descended from the god Hephaestus and inherited his ability to make almost anything. Daedalus the
architect and sculptor Daedalus soon became the greatest architect and sculptor of Athens. It was even said
that the statues which came from his workshop looked alive - so alive that when Hercules saw the statue of a
man in fighting stance, he though he was being attacked and instinctively smashed it with his club. When he
realised he had destroyed an elaborate statue, which was actually of himself, he was extremely embarrassed
and apologised to Daedalus. Daedalus was the first to give the limbs free movement, freeing the arms from the
body and setting the legs apart. He also made the face more expressive by adding the details of the eye
eyeball, pupil and iris. It seems that the family as a whole was talented, and Talos was growing into an
exceptionally skilled craftsman. Rumour in Athens had it that the nephew would outstrip his uncle. Daedalus,
blinded by jealousy, threw Talos off the Acropolis. The crime was soon out and Daedalus was banished from
the city. His sister killed herself for grief at losing her beloved son, and Daedalus eventually ended up in
Crete. Daedalus was immediately made welcome in Crete, as his fame as a great artisan had gone before him.
He became the confidant of Minos, the mythical King of Knossos. Minos put Daedalus in charge of all
technical works in the Palace, and so legend has it that Daedalus was the inventor of almost every
technological innovation of the time In Crete Daedalus met Naucratis, who worked in the service of Minos,
and had a son by her: It was admired even by the gods. Poseidon sent Minos a beautiful bull from the sea,
which Minos was supposed to sacrifice in his honour. But Minos was reluctant to kill such a wonderful
animal, and cunningly sacrificed a different bull in its place. Poseidon was furious and punished Minos for his
impiety in an unusual way: Mad with passion for the bull, Pasiphae asked Daedalus to find her a way to lie
with it without endangering her life. So Daedalus made a hollow wooden cow, covered it with the hide of a
real cow, and left it in a field with the queen inside. The bull was deceived and mounted the false cow, and
from this unnatural union was born the Minotaur, a monster with the head of a bull and the body of a man.
Daedalus built the Labyrinth, a maze-like building of winding corridors and complicated twists and turns,
which confused anyone who entered it so much that he could not find the way out. We have no idea where the
Labyrinth was, although many people identify it with the Palace of Knossos itself. It is true that the Palace of
Knossos consists of many rooms connected by narrow corridors. In any case, according to legend, Knossos
itself was built by the architect Daedalus. The youths and maidens were cast into the Labyrinth to be devoured
by the Minotaur. One year, one of the seven youths was Theseus, the son of the King of Athens. Once he had
killed the monster, he followed the thread back out. Minos imprisons Daedalus Daedalus meant no harm when
he helped Pasiphae and Ariadne, but he fell out with Minos as a result. Furious, he imprisoned Daedalus and
his son Icarus in the Labyrinth.
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Chapter 5 : About Us â€“ Daedalus Workshop LLC
The workshop of Daedalus. Source: Scholes, Robert; Kain, Richard M., Editor The workshop of Daedalus Evanston,
Illinois: Northwestern University Press,

Yesterday it was from a skyscraper overlooking Manhattan. The day before that, there was a beautiful view of
Lake Michigan. But it keeps coming back to the Garden of the Gods. I think the Labyrinth likes it here. A
fitting name, I suppose. Daedalus was an omnibus, able to succeed at nearly anything he turned his hand
toward. Contents History Watching Icarus fall to his death. A skilled inventor and craftsmen, Daedalus was
hired by King Minos of Crete, to create the Labyrinth , in order to house the Minotaur. Daedalus used his
knowledge and craft to construct a pair of wings made of bronze feathers and wax that would allow them to
fly away. Icarus shot the guards with a wax gun and he and his father used a steam vent to fly out of the
prison. Minos swore he would never let Daedalus escape and would hunt him forever. Years later, Daedalus
went to live with his nephew, Perdix , and trained him in the ways of the mechanical arts. Although Perdix
was fairly young, he showed signs of ingenuity and intelligence that could have in time rivaled even Daedalus
himself. One day Perdix showed his uncle plans for a way to live forever by transferring your consciousness
called animus - Latin for soul, or mind into an automaton. Daedalus challenged Perdix to a game of catch and
while playing pushed him over the edge of a balcony. Athena saw this and transformed Perdix into a partridge.
Then she cursed Daedalus and branded him with the mark of a murderer that would never fade. Daedalus
spent years hiding in the palace of King Cocalus and serving as a teacher to his daughters. Meanwhile, Minos
had not forgotten about him and in an effort to lure Daedalus out, he issued a challenge of wits. He would give
a thousand gold talents to anyone who could thread a sea shell without breaking it. When the news his
challenge had been met reached Minos, he knew at once that he had found Daedalus. However, because
Daedalus had been a kind teacher to the daughters of Cocalus and treated them as if they had minds of their
own; the daughters killed King Minos in defense of their teacher. While the only person Daedalus really
feared was now dead, he knew Minos would be waiting for him in the Underworld and he would never have a
fair trial. He retreated into his Labyrinth, which had by then grown and taken on a life of its own. This way he
would be able to hide from death forever. Then, using the notes Perdix had made, created a new body for
himself. But the mark Athena had branded him with followed him into each new automaton body. The Battle
of the Labyrinth Athena, mother of Daedalus. Daedalus is disguised as Quintus, the new swordsman trainer at
Camp Half-Blood. He has a huge hellhound as a pet named Mrs. He claims he is there to help while Dionysus
is away on business. As the two talk, Percy notices five large crates, which Quintus says are for a little game
he has planned. Quintus jokes back, saying not every demigod is the focus of a horrible prophecy , but Chiron
appears and interrupts before Percy can learn how much Quintus knows about the prophecy. Percy compares
him to a chess master with a sword, but Quintus loses his rhythm when Percy asks about a burn mark on his
neck, something Quintus claims is an old reminder before covering it up. The two continue to fight until
dinner, while Tyson plays with Mrs. That night, Quintus assigns the campers into teams of two for a War
Game. Each team is to go out into the woods and find the Giant Scorpion with a golden laurel strapped to it.
He then calls out the teams, which include Percy and Annabeth , who wind up being on the same team. She
tells him to search for the mark of Daedalus to help them escape and they do so in a short amount of time. He
tortures Daedalus and forces him to invent more wonders or his son will be the one who is punished. As
everyone starts to go their separate ways, Quintus pulls Percy aside to warn him that the Labyrinth plays tricks
on demigods and he had once been inside, barely escaping with his life. The next morning, Quintus is one of
the people there to see off the questers. Percy remembers seeing the same name on the boxes of scorpions at
camp and realizes that Quintus got the monsters from Geryon , who is also supplying monsters and demigods
to the Titan Army. When Percy returns to camp after spending some time on Ogygia , Chiron lets Percy know
that Quintus had left the camp three days prior. However, Quintus had left so quickly that Mrs. Once back in
the Labyrinth, Percy and Annabeth are guided to the workshop by Rachel Elizabeth Dare , a clear sighted
mortal who became friends with Percy after he almost cut her in half. Annabeth demands to know what he had
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done with Daedalus and thinks he is working for Luke. Quintus corrects her and says he only works for
himself, before admitting that he himself is Daedalus, which shocks Percy. Daedalus was offered a deal that
when the Olympians fall, he would be placed as the ruler of the Underworld so he could have his son and
nephew back, a deal which he accepted. He also took the deal so he could finally be rid of King Minos, the
king who had followed him for revenge even after his death. Just then, King Minos and Kelli enter the
workshop with a small attack force and a tied up Nico di Angelo. They admit that now that they have what
they want, Daedalus is no longer useful. A battle breaks out in the workshop, but Annabeth, Nico, Percy, and
Rachel manage to escape. Daedalus however stays behind to protect Mrs. After doing some thinking, he
realizes that Annabeth was right when she said children of Athena were supposed to be wise, not just clever.
Before he dies, he hands Annabeth his laptop , which he saved from the fire and feels that she could complete
the plans he never finished. He also says his goodbye to Mrs. Nico then releases his soul, causing the
Labyrinth to collapse as it was tied to his life force. While in the Underworld, Hades gives him a special
punishment; to build overpasses in the Fields of Asphodel to help ease the congestion of souls. It is a
punishment he enjoys and he gets to see Perdix on the weekends. Percy wonders if Daedalus had put all those
automatons on the island to use as an army for or against the gods. Annabeth Chase , his half-sister Personality
Daedalus was incredibly intelligent, but could also be a coward at times. He tended to run and hide from his
problems instead of facing them, even hiding from death itself for nearly two millennia. He was also a very
sad and lonely person, claiming to only work for himself. When he was younger during his first lifetime , he
loved to invent and considered the Labyrinth his greatest creation. He prided himself so much on his
intelligence, that when his nephew began to show signs of being even smarter than he was, he became jealous
and bitter, eventually leading him to kill the young boy. When confronted about his flaws however, he is able
to do the right thing and even sacrificed himself to save others, even knowing he would not receive a fair trial
in the Underworld thanks to Minos, as the King had become one of the Underworld Judges, being a son of
Zeus and having experience with law and order. Appearance In his first body, Daedalus was an older man with
long hair with streaks of gray, as well as a curly beard. His tunic was also covered in grease. While disguised
as Quintus, Daedalus appeared to be in his fifties. He had short gray hair and a clipped gray beard. He dressed
in black mountain-climbing pants and a bronze breastplate strapped over his Camp Half-Blood t-shirt. When
meeting him again in his workshop, he was dressed in jeans and boots, but still had on the camp t-shirt. He had
a sword by his side at all times. Because of the mark Athena branded on him for committing murder, a small
purple partridge would appear around his neck no matter how many bodies he transfers into. Abilities
Daedalus is a master of many things, having had nearly two thousand years of practice in many things. He
claims that while he is primarily an inventor, he is also an extremely skilled swordsman, an architect, a
scholar, and is even good at basketball. His skill in swordplay is displayed by his ability to effectively train
Percy one-on-one, even once disarming him. Also, because of his mechanical body, he is extremely hard to
kill and he may not feel any pain at all. While he does bleed, if injured, it is actually golden oil instead of
blood. Daedalus takes on the name Quintus, as he is in his fifth body as Quintus means fifth in Latin. Percy
Jackson and the Olympians Core Series:
Chapter 6 : Steam Workshop :: USCGC Daedalus (destructible)
Page View. Scholes, Robert; Kain, Richard M. (ed.) / The workshop of Daedalus ().

Chapter 7 : Daedalus - Wikipedia
The Daedalus is the first BC produced by the Tau'ri and the second generation of interstellar capital ship developed by
the United States military. Assigned to the Fast Attack Wing, her standard mission has been to ferry equipment and
personnel between Earth and Atlantis, assisting the Atlantis expedition as needed.

Chapter 8 : Joyce Collection: The workshop of Daedalus: Section 1: the epiphanies
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Daedalus gave his name, eponymously, to any Greek artificer and to many Greek contraptions that represented
dextrous skill. At Plataea there was a festival.

Chapter 9 : Daedalus Workshop LLC â€“ architecture | planning | interiors | design
Le chantier de DÃ©dale (The Workshop of Daedalus) by AndrÃ© Masson, 25 â…• x 31 â…ž inches.. Martin Ries. The
abstruse Masson depicted humans on an organic level where conflicts manifest themselves deep down in the body, in
society, and in history.
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